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Abstract

We report fluorescence blinking statistics measured from single CdSe nanorods (NRs) of seven different
sizes with aspect ratio ranging from 3 to 11. This study included furthermore core/shell CdSe/ZnSe NRs
and core NRs with two different surface ligands producing different degrees of surface passivation. We
compare the findings for NRs to our measurements of blinking statistics from spherical CdSe core and
CdSe/ZnS core/shell nanocrystals (NCs). We find that for both NRs and spherical NCs, the off-time
probability distributions are well described by a power law, while the on-time probability distributions
−α −τ on τ c
e
are best described by a truncated power law, P (τ on ) ~ τ on
. The measured crossover time τ c is

indistinguishable within experimental uncertainty for core and core-shell NRs, and for core NRs with
different ligands, for a same core size, indicating that surface passivation does not affect the blinking
statistics significantly. We find that at fixed excitation intensity, 1/ τ c increases approximately linearly
with increasing NR aspect ratio; for a given sample, 1/ τ c increases very gradually with increasing
excitation intensity. Examining 1/ τ c vs. single-particle photon absorption rate for all samples indicates
that the change in NR absorption cross-section with sample size can account for some but not all of the
differences in crossover time. This suggests that the degree of quantum confinement may be partially
responsible for the aspect ratio dependence of the crossover time.
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Introduction

Fluorescence intermittency, also called blinking, is a widely observed property of single fluorophores,
from colloidally synthesized semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) or quantum dots (QDs)1 and polymer
nanoparticles2 to organic dye molecules3 and green fluorescent protein (GFP).4 Rather than steadily
emitting light under continuous excitation, the fluorescence from individual NCs turns “on” and “off,”
with individual “on” or “off” events lasting from microseconds to many minutes.1 This behavior has
been widely studied in spherical CdSe NCs, both experimentally and theoretically,5-32 as well as in some
other materials such as PbS.33 The random and uncontrollable nature of NCs blinking is a major
obstacle to single-NC optoelectronic applications such as lasers34 and single-photon sources,21 as well
as to using single NCs as biological fluorescent markers.35,36 Consequently, understanding blinking may
facilitate many single-NC applications.
Although the mechanism of blinking is not fully understood, it is thought that NCs become “dark” cease emitting light - when one of the charge carriers in the photoexcited exciton becomes trapped at the
surface of the NC, or tunnels entirely off the NC into the environment, leaving a net charge delocalized
in the NC core. Fluorescence then resumes once the core regains electrical neutrality.1,5,9,10 The exact
mechanism is still under theoretical and experimental investigation.
Blinking in semiconductor NCs differs significantly from blinking observed from many other single
fluorophores in the probability distribution of “on” or “off” events of a particular duration. If a
histogram of the duration τoff of all “off” events observed from each NC is calculated, the resulting

( )

probability distribution of the off times, P τ off , has been found for spherical core/shell CdSe/ZnS NCs

( )

−α
(α ~ 1.5).7,10,14,17,19,20,24,28 The probability distribution of onto follow a power law, P τ off = Aτ off

times, P (τ on ), likewise follows a power law for short τ on , but falls below the power law at longer “on”
times at room temperature. Probability distributions observed from most other single fluorophores are
exponential or near-exponential.27
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Recently, novel anisotropic NC shapes have been synthesized.37 These are expected to offer a rich
variety of electrical and optical properties; solar cells38 and transistors39 based on these shapes have
been proposed. One example is the nanorod (NR), a NC that is elongated along the crystal c-axis so that
charge carriers are most strongly quantum-confined along the NR cross-section. Studying the optical
and electrical properties of NRs offers the possibility of observing the transition from quantum states
confined in all three dimensions (0D states), as in a spherical NC, to states confined in only two
dimensions (1D states). The elongation of NRs also makes them better conductors than spherical NCs,
and thus more suitable for certain device applications.38,40 While a variety of fluorescence
measurements have been made on single NRs40–45 and other elongated nanocrystals,46,47 blinking
statistics from NRs have not been reported to date.
In this paper, we report the first measurements of blinking statistics from single CdSe NRs. We study
seven different types of NR, with lengths ranging from 18 to 38 nm and diameters from 3.5 to 6.9 nm,
giving aspect ratios from 3.5 to 11.2. For four sizes of NRs, we studied both core CdSe and core/shell
CdSe/ZnSe NRs; for one size we studied core NRs with two different surface ligands trioctylphosphine oxide and hexadecylamine - which produce different degrees of surface passivation.
We compare the measured probability distributions of off- and on-times to those measured from
spherical NCs, both core and core-shell. This set of samples allows us to distinguish the effects of
surface passivation and shape on the blinking statistics. We fit the on-time distributions to a truncated
−α −τ on τ c
e
. Finally, we investigate the effect of excitation intensity and
power law, P (τ on ) ~ τ on

absorption cross-section on the on- and off-time statistics to gain further insight into NR blinking.
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Experimental Methods
Synthesis of CdSe NRs. We synthesized CdSe NRs of different lengths and diameters (Table 1),

capped with a 1.1 nm layer of trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO), by adapting literature procedures.48-50 A
ZnSe shell was grown on some of the core samples according to Ref. 51; hexadecylamine (HDA)capped NRs (NR5-HDA) were prepared by heating TOPO-capped NRs in HDA for 1 h and
precipitating/washing with methanol. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL 2010F)
confirmed the monodispersity (Figure 1a) and crystallinity (Figure 1b) of the NRs. Spherical CdSe and
core/shell CdSe/ZnS NCs with core diameters of 5.2 nm were purchased from Evident Technologies.
The samples studied are listed in Table 1.
Measurement of the absorption cross-section σλ. We prepared a series of concentrations of

dispersions of NCs and NRs in toluene, including at least 7 different concentrations between ~5·10-8 and
~5·10-6 mol·l-1 (maximum concentration of 6·10-7 mol·l-1 for NR6 and NR7). Absorption spectra were
measured using a USB2000-VIS-NIR-spectrometer (Ocean Optics; integration time: 30 ms; resolution:
1 nm; path length: 1 cm). A Beer’s Law plot of the absorbance intensities at the excitonic peak and at
532 nm (the laser wavelength used to excite fluorescence) was made to determine the molar extinction
coefficients ελ. The per particle absorption cross-section σλ was then calculated according to Ref. 52
(Table 1).
Fluorescence Measurements. We performed wide-field fluorescence imaging53 of a very sparse

sample of NCs or NRs, using an epifluorescence microscope (Olympus) with a 100× 0.95 NA dry
objective. Samples were prepared by drop- or spin-casting a very dilute toluene solution of CdSe NCs
or NRs onto a freshly cleaved mica substrate. The concentration of the solution was chosen so that
individual NCs or NRs were typically separated by a few micrometers. The sample was illuminated by
532 nm light from a continuous-wave (cw) frequency-doubled YAG laser (Coherent Compass). The
excitation intensity used for most measurements was 210 W·cm-2. To study intensity dependence, the
intensity varied from 90 to 1000 W·cm-2. All samples were measured at room temperature in air
immediately after preparation to minimize sample oxidation. Fluorescence movies were captured by a
5

thermoelectrically cooled CCD camera (Princeton Instruments Cascade 512F) at 10 frames per second.
All measurements presented in this paper lasted 2000 s unless otherwise specified. A background image
measured from a clean mica substrate was subtracted from each frame of the movies. Individual emitters
were identified in the image acquisition software and the fluorescence intensity I(t) of each emitter was
determined in each frame throughout the entire movie.

<add Figure 1 here>
<add Table 1 here>
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Results
Statistical Analysis of Fluorescence “On” and “Off” Times. Figure 2a shows an example of the

time-dependent fluorescence intensity, I(t), measured for 2000 s from a single 5×18 nm NR (NR4). To
define the threshold above which the NR is considered “on” we measured I(t) in ten “dark” regions of
the sample (i.e., regions with no NRs) and found the greatest intensity range ∆Idark and standard
deviation σdark represented among those ten. As shown in Figure 2a, the “on” threshold (solid line) for
each NR is set by adding ∆I dark + σ dark to the minimum intensity measured from that NR (dotted line).
From I(t) for a single NR, we determined the probability density of “off” or “on” events of duration

τ off ( on ) . Probability density is commonly defined as
P (τ off (on ) ) =

(

N (τ off (on ) )
N

tot
off (on )

×

1
, (1)
∆t

)

tot
where N τ off (on ) is the number of “off” (“on”) events of duration τ off ( on ) , N off
(on ) is the total number

of “off” (“on”) events observed from that NR, and ∆ t is the 100 ms frame duration of the movies.
However, calculating the probability density from Eq. 1 assigns the same probability density to any

τ off ( on ) occurring only once during a particular experiment, and assigns a probability of zero to any
τ off ( on ) not observed in that experiment. A much longer experiment with more events would most likely
give different probability densities for these rare events. We therefore calculated a weighted probability
density according to the method of Kuno et al.9:
P (τ off (on ) ) =

N (τ off (on ) )
N

tot
off ( on )

×

1
∆t

ave
off (on )

,

(2)

ave
defining ∆t off
( on ) = (a + b )/ 2 , where a and b are the time differences to the next longest and next

shortest observed event. For common event durations, a and b both equal the 100 ms frame duration and
ave
ave
so ∆toff
= 100 ms; ∆toff
increases for rare event durations if a or b exceeds 100 ms. This
(on )
(on )

weighting scheme estimates the true probability of these rare events.
7

Previous studies7,9,10 have used different approaches to fit the off-time probability density to a power
law. We fit our measured off-time probability distributions for core-shell NCs (NCcs) with each
approach (fits and discussion are provided in the Supporting Information). The same off-time data can
give a power-law exponent ranging from 1.34 to 1.87 depending on fitting approach used. For all results

( )

in this paper, we binned our data by the 100 ms frame duration of the experiment and fit P τ off to the

[ ( )] vs. log[τ off ]).

−α
power law Aτ off
(rather than fitting a line to log P τ off

This approach gives

somewhat (20-30%) lower exponents than the other approaches. We chose this approach because it
minimizes manipulation of the data, and because the fits are dominated by the most reliable (shortduration) points in the probability distribution.

<add Figure 2 here>
<add Table 2 here>

Off-Time Statistics. The off-time probability density P(τ off ) obtained from the I(t) data in Figure 2a

is shown on a log-log scale in Figure 2b. We obtained similar distributions from each of 210 individual
NRs of this sample (NR4). The probability density obtained by combining all events from all individual
NRs observed (the “aggregated” probability density, P(τ off

)

agg

) is shown in Figure 2c. The probability

densities obtained from individual NRs and from the aggregated data are well described by a power law.
For the single NR shown in Figure 2b, the best-fit power law gives α off = 1.30 ; the distribution of

exponents obtained from 210 individual NRs (inset to Figure 2b) has average value 1.3 and standard
deviation 0.1. The power law fit to the aggregated results (Figure 2c) gives α off = 1.22 , which is within
one standard deviation of the average α off obtained from individual NRs. We therefore estimate the
uncertainty in α off from the aggregated data to be 0.1, the standard deviation of the distribution, and
conclude that the aggregated probability distribution is consistent with the range of individual
probability distributions observed.
8

To investigate the effect of NR shape and surface passivation on blinking, we determined blinking
statistics for all fourteen samples (listed in Tables 1 and 2). All aggregated off-time probability
distributions show power law behavior, with the longest “off” times falling slightly below the power
law. The distributions for the 5.2 nm-diameter core NC and NRs, i.e. NC, NR4, and NR5, are shown in
Figure 2d.
The best-fit exponents of the power law fit to the aggregated data for all samples (Table 2) show no
significant dependence of α off on NR dimension, the presence of a ZnSe shell, or surface ligand; all
values for NRs ( α off = 1.08 to 1.22 ) fall within the ± 0.1 uncertainty range. The values obtained for the
spherical NCs (core and core-shell) are slightly higher ( α off = 1.30 and 1.34 ).

On-Time Statistics. Although the off-time distributions for NRs and NCs are essentially

indistinguishable and independent of shape and surface passivation, the on-time distributions show a
distinct dependence on aspect ratio. Figure 3a shows the on-time probability density for the single NR4
data from Figure 2a; the aggregated probability density from all NR4 appears in Figure 3b. The shape of
the on-time distributions obtained from each type of sample is similar to those shown in Figure 3b; the
distributions follow a power law for on-times up to roughly 1 s for NRs and up to about 5 s for NCs,
while longer “on” times fall below the power law, consistent with previous findings for NCs.7-10
To better match the shape of the on-time distributions, we fit them to a truncated power law,
−α on −τ on τ c
P (τ on ) = Aτ on
e

(3)

shown by the curves in Figure 3. This function can be used to describe a physical process which is
governed by a power law at short times and an exponential at long times, as has been proposed for NC
blinking;23,29-31 the time τc then represents the crossover time between the two regimes. This function
matches the shape of the on-time distributions well for both individual and aggregated data, and fits to
this function consistently give χ2 one hundred times smaller than fits to a pure power law.
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We

also

examined
−β

P (τ on ) = A exp(−τ on τ c )

whether

a

stretched

exponential

probability

distribution,

, fits the on-time distributions (fits not shown), as these distributions are

predicted from some models of disordered systems.54 However, the χ2 for the fits was much poorer than
that obtained with the truncated power law (comparable to that obtained with the pure power law). More
significantly, the parameter τc varied by two orders of magnitude between individual NRs or NCs within
the same sample, rather than displaying consistent values as with the truncated power law fit.
Comparing on-time distributions from different experiment durations (shown in the Supporting
Information) indicates that increasing the experiment duration, so that more long-duration events are
observed, produces an on-time distribution that increasingly resembles the distribution obtained by
aggregating many shorter measurements. In addition, the histogram of individual crossover times
calculated for the individual rods narrows, with the peak value staying the same within experimental
uncertainty, and with the number of long-crossover-time outliers greatly reduced. We therefore
conclude that aggregated distributions, if enough rods are included, serve as a reasonably good
representation of the distribution that would be obtained from an extremely long experiment. As
collecting very long measurements from single NRs or NCs is difficult, we therefore focus our analysis
on aggregated data from many individual NRs, and use the distributions of crossover times for
individual rods to determine the uncertainty in the value obtained from the aggregated data, as described
in the supplementary materials.
The histogram of crossover times for the ensemble of NR4 is provided as an inset to Figure 3a.
Aggregated results for the 5.2 nm diameter core samples (NC, NR4, and NR5) are provided in Figure
3c; Figure 4 shows on-time distributions from the three types of 5×28 NRs (NR5, NR5cs, and NR5HDA). We obtain the shortest crossover time (0.89 s) for the longest NR (NR5); τc increases to 1.1 s for
the shorter NR (NR4) and finally to 4.6 s for the NC. Equivalent data were obtained for all 14 samples
in our study (Table 2). The exponents αon are slightly smaller for NRs ( α on ~ 1.2 ) than for NCs
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( α on ~ 1.3 ), but show no significant dependence on NR dimension or surface passivation, as shown in
Table 2.
Surprisingly, we found the same on-time distribution and crossover time within experimental
uncertainty for the core and core-shell 5×28 nm NRs (NR5 and NR5cs), as shown in Figure 4 and Table
2, in spite of the significant improvement in fluorescence quantum yield and resistance to
photobleaching displayed by core-shell NRs. We also found very little difference between the core NRs
capped with TOPO and with HDA, NR5 and NR5-HDA (Figure 4), in spite of an expected threefold
difference in surface coverage. HDA is expected to attach to nearly all surface CdSe units while TOPO
to only ~36%. This is because HDA has a linear geometry while TOPO has a cone-shaped geometry.55
Examining the data from all NC/NR samples studied, we find a single clear trend in crossover time:

τ c decreases fairly steadily with increasing NR aspect ratio. Quantitatively, it appears that
1 τ c increases approximately linearly with NR aspect ratio, as shown in Figure 5. The uncertainties in

τ c are determined from repeated measurements and from the distributions of τ c values from the
individual NRs, as described in the Supporting Information. We find that αon varies somewhat more
(~0.9-1.1) than αoff, but with no clear trend.
Comparing the crossover times (Table 2) measured for 5.2 nm-diameter NRs to those for the 6.4 and
6.9 nm-diameter NRs, i.e. NR6 and NR7, we observe that for comparable length, a larger diameter
reduces the crossover time. This is consistent with previous results from spherical NCs.10 Unexpectedly,
the 3.5 nm-diameter NRs (NR1-3) show smaller rather than larger crossover times, compared to the 5.2
nm-diameter NRs. The 3.5 nm-diameter NRs also bleached more rapidly than the larger NRs, requiring
shorter data acquisition times which resulted in larger uncertainties in the values of τ c , as indicated in
Table 2.
<add Figure 3 here>
<add Figure 4 here>
<add Figure 5 here>
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Effect of Excitation Intensity. Finally, we examined the effect of changing the intensity of the

exciting light on the NR off- and on-time statistics, by measuring blinking from 5×18 NRs (NR4) at
eight different intensities from 90 W·cm-2 to 1000 W·cm-2. The off-time distribution is largely
unaffected, as was found previously for spherical NCs10. Minor variations in the distribution tail
produce a slight though fairly steady decrease with increasing intensity in α off from 1.3 to 1.1 (Table
3). As this variation is within experimental uncertainty, it is not clear that this trend is significant.
The on-time distribution shows a clearer trend with intensity. Over the entire intensity range studied,
the on-time distribution is well fit by a truncated power law. As intensity increases, τ c decreases. The
theory of Tang and Marcus predicts that 1 τ c should be proportional to the photon absorption rate,29
and hence for a particular sample, proportional to the excitation intensity. As shown in Figure 6a, 1/ τ c
shows a small, steady increase with intensity. The exponent from the truncated power law, α on , also
varies, but not in a consistent fashion, and only within uncertainty (Table 3).
The variation of τ c with excitation intensity leads to the question: can the variation in τ c with NR
shape at fixed intensity be attributed entirely to the change in photon absorption rate due to changes in
the single-particle absorption cross-section? Indeed, our measurements of the single-particle crosssection at the exciting wavelength, σ 532 , for each sample (Table 1) indicate that the cross-section
increases with increasing NR volume, as has been found for spherical NCs.56 We therefore examined
whether τ c remains constant if the single-NR photon absorption rate is also held constant.
Figure 6b shows 1/ τ c vs. the product of excitation intensity and single-particle cross-section
(proportional to photon absorption rate) with points from all core samples measured. (core-shell samples
have essentially the same 1/ τ c as the core sample of the same size and thus would be redundant on this
plot.) The 1/ τ c values obtained from the larger-diameter NRs (NR5, NR6, and NR7) are fairly
consistent with the measured intensity dependence of NR4, when intensity is converted to singleparticle absorption rate. However, values obtained from the 3.5 nm-diameter NRs (NR1–3) and the
spherical NCs do not map onto the measured NR4 intensity dependence.
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<add Figure 6 here>
<add Table 3 here>

Discussion

Nanorod blinking displays many of the same features as blinking of spherical NCs: the off-time
distributions follow a power law that is unaffected by excitation intensity or sample shape, and the ontime distributions follow a truncated power law with an intensity-dependent crossover time τ c . There
are also significant differences between NR and NC blinking. In particular, τ c is substantially shorter
for NRs than for NCs, i.e., NRs display far fewer long “on” events, and among a variety of NRs, τ c
decreases significantly with increasing NR aspect ratio.
Several important structural differences between NRs and NCs might be expected to contribute to
these differences. First, because the NR surface is less sharply curved along its long dimension than the
surface of spherical NCs (or the ends of NRs), and because the TOPO molecules typically used to cap
both NRs and NCs are conical,55 a lower percentage of surface CdSe units are attached to TOPO
molecules on NRs than on NCs (Table 1), leading to less complete surface passivation. There should
therefore be a larger number of non-passivated surface traps on NRs, which might be expected to reduce
the lifetime of the “on” state. Second, the quantum confinement of the exciton in one-dimensional NRs
is weaker than that in zero-dimensional spherical NCs. Consequently, there is less of a barrier than in
spherical NCs for an excited charge carrier to tunnel to the surface or into the environment.42,43 The
greater likelihood of such tunneling events would likewise be expected to reduce the probability of long
“on” times. Finally, the shorter crossover time in NRs might also be a consequence of the greater
surface charge density on NRs.57,58 Further experiments, such as comparing electrical force microscopy
(EFM) measurements of surface charge and blinking statistics of individual NRs, could investigate this
last point.
Our finding that the crossover time is the same within experimental uncertainty for core and coreshell NRs, and also for TOPO- and HDA-capped core NRs (Table 2 and Figure 4), indicates that surface
13

passivation is not the primary determinant of NR blinking statistics. In core-shell NRs, the optically
active core is almost perfectly passivated by the higher band gap semiconductor shell. Any defects arise
from lattice mismatches between the two crystal structures; however, ZnSe and CdSe are very well
lattice-matched.59 In core NRs, the core surface is passivated only by the organic capping ligands, and
the degree of passivation depends strongly on the type of ligand; the linear shape of the HDA molecule
allows it to attach to nearly all CdSe surface units, while TOPO attaches to less than half of the surface
units. The samples compared thus represent a wide range of surface passivation.
We did find, however, that core-shell spherical NCs had a somewhat greater crossover time than the
corresponding core NCs (Table 2). One possible explanation for why the crossover time for NRs but not
NCs is insensitive to surface passivation is that internal trap states, such as those induced by stacking
faults in the crystal structure during growth, may affect carrier dynamics more than surface trap states in
NRs. If so, improved surface passivation in NRs would not affect the crossover time substantially.
Ultrafast measurements of carrier relaxation rates have likewise suggested that surface state trapping
may be less significant in NRs than in NCs.45
Our observation of a very gradual increase of 1 τ c with excitation intensity (Figure 6a) is consistent
with, though far less pronounced than, the intensity dependence of the on-time distribution observed for
spherical NCs, which has previously been attributed to a reduced hopping rate at lower excitation
intensities.10 The intensity dependence we observe for the NR4, i.e. 5×18 nm NRs, is far weaker than
that predicted by Tang and Marcus,29 though it could be a linear relationship with a constant offset.
Examining measurements of 1 τ c from different samples as a function of photon absorption rate
(Figure 6b), we find that changes in absorption cross-section can account for the changes of 1 τ c with
length for the larger-diameter NRs (NR4–7), all of which have fairly similar aspect ratios (3.5 – 5.5).
However, 1 τ c for the spherical NCs and the 3.5 nm-diameter NRs do not match that measured from the
larger NRs with the same photon absorption rate. Our results therefore indicate that absorption crosssection changes cannot account for all of the observed variation in 1 τ c .
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The roughly linear increase of 1 τ c with aspect ratio (Figure 5) could therefore be a manifestation of
the reduced strength of quantum confinement with the increase in aspect ratio. If so, it also reveals that
the transition from 0D to 1D confinement has a much greater effect on the crossover time than does
decreasing confinement by increasing the diameter in spherical NCs. It could also reflect an increased
number of internal trap states with increasing aspect ratio, or both effects could contribute. We postulate
that changes in quantum confinement with NR aspect ratio may play a significant role and should be
considered in future models.
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Conclusions

In conclusion, we find that blinking statistics from CdSe NRs of a wide range of aspect ratios (3-11)
display power-law off-time statistics and truncated power-law on-time statistics, with the crossover time
for the on-time statistics decreasing with increasing aspect ratio or with increasing excitation intensity.
We observe no significant difference in on-time statistics between TOPO-capped core, core-shell, and
HDA-capped core NRs, indicating that surface passivation is largely unimportant in NR blinking, while
we see a greater crossover time for core-shell than for core spherical NCs. We find that the variation in
crossover time with aspect ratio for NRs can be partly but not completely explained in terms of changes
in the absorption cross-section and hence the photon absorption rate.
We therefore attribute the shorter crossover time in higher aspect ratio rods to a combination of larger
absorption cross-section, weaker quantum confinement, and possibly a higher incidence of internal trap
states. In contrast to these differences in the on-time statistics, the off-time power law exponents do not
depend on NR shape or surface coverage, and are very similar for NRs and NCs. Consequently, the
mechanism determining the off-times is most likely the same for NRs and NCs, while the light-induced
mechanism affecting the longer on-times sets in at shorter times in NRs than in NCs and is less sensitive
to surface passivation. These findings indicate that blinking poses significant challenges for the use of
single NRs in optoelectronic devices, and that the behavior of NR-based devices may be particularly
sensitive to excitation intensity.
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Tables.

Table 1. Characteristics of CdSe core spherical nanocrystal (NC) and nanorod (NR) samples used in

this study.a

Sample

d
(nm)b

l
(nm)b

l/db

A
(nm2)c

V
(nm3)c

NTOPO/NCdSe(surf)
(%)d

σλ
(10 cm2)e

NC

5.2

-

1

85

74

49

2.7

2.6

NR1

3.4

18

5.3

192

153

45

5.3

4.0

NR2

3.5

25

7.1

275

229

42

6.7

5.0

NR3

3.4

38

11.2

406

335

42

7.9

6.1

NR4

5.2

18

3.5

295

345

37

8.0

8.9

NR5

5.2

28

5.4

457

558

36

8.3

9.6

NR6

6.4

22

3.5

442

639

34

9.6

19

NR7

6.9

34

4.9

737

1185

32

14

30

-15

σ532
-15
2 e

(10

cm )

a

Core-shell NC and NR samples are named according the core sample on which the shell was grown
followed by “cs”, e.g. NR1cs. b Diameter (d), length (l), and aspect ratio (l/d) determined from the
absorption spectra and TEM analysis. c Surface (A) and volume (V) estimated from the dimensions of
the particles assuming perfect sphere or rod shape. d Surface coverage of available CdSe surface sites
with TOPO molecules estimated from the ligand volume according to the procedure described by
Bullen and Mulvaney.55 e Absorption cross-section at the excitonic peak (σλ) and at 532 nm (σ532).
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Table 2. Off-time (on-time) exponents αoff(on) and on-time crossover times τc obtained for CdSe core

and core-shell NCs and NRs.a
Sample

αoff b

αon c

τc (s) c

NC

1.30

1.32

4.6

NR1

1.17

1.18

0.60 d

NR2

1.08

0.96

0.36 e

NR3

1.16

0.98

0.44 d

NR4

1.22

1.10

1.1

NR5

1.17

1.17

0.88

NR6

1.23

1.05

1.0

NR7

1.20

0.93

0.62

NCcs

1.34

1.35

7.1

NR1cs

1.18

1.12

0.66

NR2cs

1.17

1.14

0.50

NR3cs

1.17

1.2

0.59

NR5cs

1.22

1.10

0.95 f

NR5-HDA

1.22

1.02

0.66

a

The fits were performed on aggregated data of 100 nanoparticles. Except when otherwise specified,
data were obtained from movies 2000 s long.b Off-time exponent obtained from power law fit (Eq. 2). c
On-time fitting parameters obtained from truncated power law fit (Eq. 3). The average uncertainty in the
values of τc was 20%. d 1200 s long movie (uncertainty +30%/-20%). e 600 s long movie (uncertainty
+40%/-30%). f Mean value of two independent measurements. Determination of uncertainties is
discussed in the supplementary materials.
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Table 3. Intensity dependence of off- and on-time parameters for sample NR4.a

I (W·cm-2)b

αoff c

αon d

τc (s) d

90

1.27

1.09

1.3

210

1.23

1.10

1.1

300

1.29

1.01

1.1

400

1.24

0.92

0.79

500

1.22

0.79

0.73

600

1.21

0.79

0.69

690

1.14

1.16

0.69

870

1.12

1.20

0.65

1000

1.08

1.04

0.40

a

The fits were performed on aggregated data from 50 individual NRs. b Excitation intensity. c Offtime exponent obtained from power law fit (Eq. 2). d On-time fitting parameters obtained from truncated
power law fit (Eq. 3).
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Figure Captions.
Figure 1. (a) Low-resolution and (b) high-resolution transmission electron microscope (TEM) images

of NR4 deposited on thin films of amorphous carbon supported by a copper grid.

Figure 2. (a) Representative intensity vs. time data I(t) obtained from a single NR (sample NR4) with

the threshold above which it is considered to be “on” indicated by the solid line. (b) Off-time
probability density P(τoff) obtained from the data shown in (a). Inset in (b): Histogram of exponents αoff
for best-fit power law for each of 210 individual NRs observed in this sample. (c) Aggregated
probability density of off-times P(τoff)agg obtained by combining all off-times from all individual NRs
observed. (d) Comparison of P(τoff)agg obtained from NC (green upright triangles), NR4 (black squares),
and NR5 (red inverted triangles), offset vertically by multiples of three decades. The parameters of the
best-fit power law (solid lines) are provided in Table 2.

Figure 3. (a) On-time probability density P(τon) obtained from the data shown in Figure 2a. Inset:

Histogram of crossover times τc for best-fit truncated power law for each of 210 individual NRs
observed (sample NR4). (b) Aggregated on-time probability density P(τon)agg obtained by combining
on-times from all individual NRs observed. (c) Comparison of P(τon)agg obtained from NC (green
upright triangles), NR4 (black squares), and NR5 (red inverted triangles). The parameters of the best-fit
truncated power law (solid lines) are cataloged in Table 2.

Figure 4. Aggregated on-time probability distributions for NR5 (red inverted triangles), NR5cs (orange

squares) and NR5-HDA (blue diamonds), obtained from 100 NRs for each sample at 210 W·cm-2. Bestfit exponents and crossover times are provided in Table 2.
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Figure 5. Inverse crossover time vs. aspect ratio for all TOPO-capped core NC and NR samples

studied, along with best-fit line, 1/τc = 0.23 + 0.24 × aspect ratio.

Figure 6. (a) Excitation intensity dependence of the inverse crossover time of NR4. Best-fit exponents

and crossover times are provided in Table 3. (b) Inverse crossover times of measured core NRs and NC
as a function of excitation intensity × single-particle absorption cross-section (this quantity is
proportional to the single-particle photon absorption rate).
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Effect of data analysis methods on the off-time power-law exponent

Previous studies of blinking in core-shell NCs1-3 have used a variety of approaches to fit the off-time
probability density to a power law. In this section, we argue that the power law exponent depends
significantly on the fitting approach and that the variation of exponents in the literature is probably
partly due to how the raw data was analyzed. To determine the sensitivity of the exponent to the choice
of fitting approaches, and to determine which approach best represents the data and minimizes the
errors, we fit our measured off-time probability distributions for 5.2 nm-diameter core-shell NCs (NCcs
— see Table 1 in article) — essentially the same diameter used in previous studies — using each
approach.
There are two separate steps involved: calculation of the probability density and fitting to the power
law. In calculating the probability density, the method involving the least data manipulation is to simply
use the definition of probability density, P (τ off (on ) ) =

N (τ off (on ) )
N

tot
off (on )

×

1
(Eq. 1) with ∆t the time resolution
∆t

of the intensity vs. time data. Subsequently fitting this off-time density to the power law

( )

−α

P τ off = Aτ off off , as shown in Figure S1a, gives α off = 1.34 .
As can be seen in Figure S1a, the distribution calculated in this fashion reaches a plateau at long
times, which is an artifact of the experiment duration; the probability of rare events occurring only a few
times or not at all during a particular experiment is not the true statistical probability of those events. To
address this shortcoming, Kuno et al.2 introduced the weighting procedure described in the article, in
ave
which ∆t is replaced by ∆t off
( on ) = (a + b )/ 2 , where a and b are the time differences to the next longest

and next shortest observed event. This affects only rare events whose duration is adjacent to durations
with no observed events. Figure S1b shows the probability density obtained using this weighting
scheme. Fitting this weighted probability density to a power law, we obtain the same exponent,
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α off = 1.34 (solid line in Figure S1b), that was obtained with the unweighted probability distribution. It
is not surprising that the exponent is unchanged because the power-law fit is dominated by highprobability, short-duration points.

Figure S1. P(τoff)agg obtained from 100 single NCcs. Solid lines indicate the best-fit power law. (a)
Unweighted distribution according to Eq. 1. (b) Distribution weighting the rare events according to Ref.
2. Dashed line represents the linear best-fit of the log-log-plot. (c) Distribution binned logarithmically.3
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To further smooth the distribution, Shimizu et al. calculated the probability density from their data
with only ten time bins in each decade of event duration; the length of the bins thus increases
logarithmically.3 Binning our data in this manner greatly reduces the scatter (Figure S1c), and increases
the best-fit power-law exponent to α off = 1.67 .
As seen in Figure S1b, the low-probability, long-duration points in the off-time distribution fall
slightly below the power law (though not enough for a truncated power law fit to be successful). In their

[ ( )] and log[τ off ], and fit a line to the result. In such a fit

analysis, Kuno et al.1,2 calculated log P τ off

(dashed line in Figure S1b), the longer-time events influence the fit as much as the shorter-time events,
so that the best-fit line is steeper ( α off = 1.87 for our data), with the shortest-time points falling below
the fit.
We chose to bin our data by the 100 ms frame duration of the experiment, rather than using
logarithmically increasing bins, to maximally preserve the measured results. We weighted the rare event
probabilities according to Kuno’s method, which does not alter the resulting exponents. We also

( ) rather than linear fits to log[P (τ off )], as the power-law fit is

performed power-law fits to P τ off

dominated by the short time events which represent the most reliable part of the probability distribution.
These choices result in our off-time exponents being somewhat smaller than would be obtained with
either of the other two published approaches; the higher values obtained for our spherical NC data
shown in Fig S1 are consistent with the values reported by other groups in the literature.

2

Effect of experiment length on individual NR on-time distributions

We compared on-time distributions from 2000 s and 4000 s movies taken of 5×18 nm NRs (NR4), to
determine the reliability of using aggregated data to determine crossover times. Figure S2a shows that
the longer measurements include more long-duration events and produce an on-time distribution that
increasingly resembles the distribution obtained by aggregating many shorter measurements. Figure S2b
shows that the histogram of individual crossover times calculated for the individual rods narrows as the
experiment lengthens, while the peak value stays essentially the same within experimental uncertainty.
In addition, when fitting individual NRs to the truncated power law, out of 100 NRs observed for 2000
s, 5 gave crossover times greater than 4.5 s and the fit failed to converge for 2 NRs. For 100 NRs
observed for 4000 s, all fits converged and all gave crossover times less than 4 s, indicating that as the
35

experiment time lengthens, those NRs which might have appeared at shorter times to be very different
from the distribution become more similar.

Figure S2. (a) On-time probability distributions obtained from a single 5×18 nm NR (NR4) measured
for 2000 s (black) or 4000 s (green), and aggregated from 210 NRs measured for 2000 s (red). (b)
Histograms of crossover times τ c obtained from 100 NRs measured for 2000 s (black) or for 4000 s
(red). Fits to the probability distributions for five of the NRs measured for 2000 s gave τ c > 4.5 s,
which do not appear on the graph above, and the fits to two did not converge, while all of those
measured for 4000 s gave fits that converged with τ c < 4 s.

3

Determination of uncertainties in values of τ c

We estimated the uncertainty in τ c using several different approaches. Because the τ c values
provided in Tables 2 and 3 are determined from data aggregated from an ensemble of NRs or NCs, the
uncertainty comes from the limited size of the sample and the variation between individual NRs in the
sample. Two independent measurements of τ c for the 5×28 nm core-shell NR (NR5cs), each
determined from a fit to aggregated data from 100 single NRs, give 0.88 s and 1.02 s. Figure S3a shows
the histogram of τ c values found by fitting the on-time probability distributions for the individual
NR5cs in the data set that gave the value of 0.88 s; the mean is 0.97 s (the standard deviation is 0.6 s).
Considering both the two independent aggregated measurements and the histogram of individual
measurements suggests that the uncertainty in the value from the aggregated dataset is approximately
0.1, or 10%. This value is consistent with the range of values found by selecting 100 NRs randomly out
of the ensemble of 210 NR4 and aggregating those data to find τ c ; repeating this process 200 times
gave τ c values between 0.99 s and 1.30 s. We therefore attribute an uncertainty of 20% to the
measurements made by aggregating data from 100 NRs measured for 2000 seconds.
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Figure S3. (a) Histogram of truncation times obtained for NR5. (b) On-time distributions obtained from
(black) 2000 s movie and (green) 600 s excerpt from same 2000 s movie of sample NR4.

For the 3.5 nm diameter NRs, we measured fluorescence for only 1200 s or (for the 3.5×25 nm NR,

i.e. NR2) 600 s due to rapid photobleaching of the sample. Shortening the experiments correspondingly
increased the uncertainty. To estimate this uncertainty, we analyzed a shorter excerpt from a 2000 s
movie of sample NR4. Figure S3 shows the on-time distributions obtained from the 2000 s full
experiment and the 600 s excerpt; for the shorter dataset, the overall distribution is noisier at long times
(though nearly identical for short times), and τ c decreases by 20%. We therefore used error bars of
+40% and –30%, with the larger positive error bar indicating the likelihood that the value of τ c was
underestimated for 600 s experiments. Following the same procedure with a 1200 s excerpt gives us an
uncertainty estimate of +30% and –20% for the 1200 s movies.
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